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FAQ for Ship Security Alert System (SSAS) 
 

1. Is the SSAS by Inmarsat-C/Mini-C allowed? 
 

Yes!  

SSAS with use of Inmarsat-C/Mini-C is allowed. We herewith remind all of you that: 

 

FURUNO’s FELCOM 15 SSAS version (based on Inmarsat-C) and FELCOM 16 SSAS version 

(based on Mini-C) HAVE ALREADY BEEN TYPE-APPROVED by Inmarsat.  
T/A certificate is attached. 

 

---Shipment of FURUNO SSAS--- 

Shipment of FURUNO SSAS starts from April.  

 

 

2. Is the WHEEL MARK needed? 
 

No. Not needed right now.  

 

 

3. How is the SSAS alert message routed? 
 

If either Inmarsat-C, Mini-C or D+ is selected as SSAS solution, the Inmarsat’s “messaging 

capability” is used for SSAS alert message routing. 

 

These systems have “Routine Priority Messaging” function which allows delivering messages to 

any address. With use of this function, SSAS alert message can be delivered from the ship to the 

address specified by “Flag Administration”. Using this function with Inmarsat-C and Mini-C has been 

confirmed and agreed in the IMO COMSAR8 meeting held on 16 to 20 February 2004.  

 

With the FURUNO FELCOM 15 SSAS and FELCOM 16 SSAS, the SSAS alert message can be 

transferred to up to five user-defined recipients including the Flag Administration by using E-mail, 

FAX, Telex, PSDN, DNID or SPEC. The contents of SSAS alert message can be preset on menu, 

depending on the requirements of Flag Administrations. 
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4. What is CN137 (Change Notice 137)? 
 

Someone says Inmarsat-C without CN137 compliance cannot be used for SSAS. This is NOT 

TURE. As mentioned in the above, SSAS with Inmarsat-C/Mini-C solution has been confirmed in 

the IMO COMSAR8 meeting. In addition, FURUNO FELCOM15 SSAS and FELCOM 16 SSAS 

have been type-approved by Inmarsat.  

 

4.1. What is CN137?  What was agreed in the IMO COMSAR8 meeting? 
 

Please see the attached announcement from Inmarsat. 

 

4.2. What did FURUNO do upon the result of the COMSAR8 meeting? 
 

FURUNO had prepared two versions each for FECLOM15 SSAS and FELCOM16 SSAS before 

Inmarsat T/A and COMSAR8 meeting. These were: 

- CN137 compliant version 

- Without CN137 version. Software that allows delivering SSAS alert message to Flag 

Administration by using Routine Priority Messaging function in FURUNO’s proprietary way.  

 

Both of the above versions have been type-approved by Inmarsat before COMSAR8 meeting but, 

FELCOM15 SSAS and FELCOM16 SSAS without CN137 will be shipped in accordance with the 

result of COMSAR8 meeting. 

 

4.3. Will the CN137 be agreed by IMO in the future? 
 

Maybe not. If something happens after implementing SSAS, this might be discussed again in the 

IMO meeting. FURUNO SSAS is ready for CN137 by updating software. If CN137 is agreed, the 

FELCOM15 SSAS and FELCOM16 SSAS can be quickly updated. 

 

 

5. Upgrading the installed Inmarsat-C is possible? 
 

Yes. With FURUNO FELCOM 12 (SSAS T/A not yet), and FELCOM 15, by just updating software 

and adding alert units, these systems can be upgraded to SSAS. However for FELCOM 10 and 11, 

upgrading to SSAS is not supported. 



 

 

  
 

IMO clarifies Ship Security Alert System (SSAS) requirements 
 
 
Following the recent COMSAR 8 meetings at the International Maritime 

Organisation (IMO) on 16th to 20th February 2004, it is now clear that several flag 

administrations will not permit non-flag Ship Security Alert System (SSAS) alerts to 

be received at their respective rescue co-ordination centres.  This means that 

distress-priority SSAS alerting, known as Inmarsat CN137, will not now be 

implemented. 

 

However, Inmarsat is pleased to advise that a full suite of Inmarsat SSAS solutions  

based on messaging capabilities is already available.  All of these systems meet 

the requirements of IMO, as specified in Regulation 6 of SOLAS Chapter XI-2 and 

subsequently clarified by IMO COMSAR 8. 

 

A wide choice of SSAS solutions is available through Inmarsat C, Inmarsat mini-C 

or Inmarsat D+.  All of these approved Inmarsat systems use the same satellite 

network that is trusted to provide better than 99.9% availability for the Global 

Maritime Distress and Safety System (GMDSS). 

 

Inmarsat C, mini-C and D+ offer routine priority messaging solutions that can send 

an SSAS alert to any address. Flag administrations can specify the address (or 

even multiple addresses) for delivery of the SSAS alert message from the ship. 

SSAS alert messages can delivered via telex, fax, email, &c. 

 

The deadline for the fitting of SSAS equipment is fast approaching, and there is an 

Inmarsat solution that fulfils every known requirement for SSAS. 

 
- ends - 
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